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2018 has been the year of community arts!
Debuting Arts Thornton in January, we joined the
creative energies of the Arts & Culture Division,
Thornton Arts, Sciences and Humanities Council
(TASHCO), and the community volunteer group,
Arts Ambassadors, together under the moniker
Arts Thornton. Arts Thornton proved we are
better together! We accomplished 21 public art
projects, 16 art gallery shows and a city-wide
community arts events program. We added nine
more pieces of art to the permanent art collection
and hosted four free science and humanities
events for kids, two free music events in Thornton
elementary schools, eight summer concerts, an art
sale and a talent show. These events entertained
and engaged over eight thousand people.
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COMMUNITY ARTS
Community arts are events and programs built by the community for the
community that engage people on a deeper human level to appeal to anyone
seeking a creative outlet or experience. These events and programs are also
inclusive, diverse and built on a level of trust between the artists and their
communities. Arts Thornton community arts programs and events in 2018 proved
that this approach was successful and that there is a desire in the Thornton
community to grow these types of experiences.
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PARTICIPATION
Summer Concerts
30%

Events & Fests
46%

Total
Attendance
Funtaztikidz
2%

Art Receptions
2%

We combined events with already

We HeART Arts
20%

Events & Fests: 4,275

established programs to help
build awareness of all of our
programs and to add new
dimensions to our established
programs and events. This
approach was incredibly

Numbers

We HeART the Arts: 1,800
Funtaztikidz: 189

Art Receptions: 190

successful and we plan to
continue and adapt this concept
moving forward.

Summer Concerts: 2,761
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Community built arts programs work!
This annual report illustrates the power the
arts have to build a community.
The numbers show that the arts work to bring
people together for creative endeavors to
improve their city with beautiful results.

20%
Growth in regular event
and program attendance

35%
Increase in programs,
activities, events and
public art offered

Arts for all - All for arts
The increase in participation reflects the combination of increased outreach through
social media and cross event publicity. Our social media reach refers to the number of
people who have seen our content, which has grown to 102,713. This is not to be
confused with our impressions at 255,774, which refers to the number of times people
have seen our content. Additionally, our reach has resulted in 29,772 clicks, which refers
to increased traffic on our webpages.
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189
Youth

150

ENGAGED IN SCIENCE
& HUMANITIES
ACTIVITIES

Youth

ENGAGED IN MUSIC BASED
EDUCATION W/ BLUES IN THE
SCHOOLS PROGRAM

21
Public Art
INSTALLATIONS

2,761
Summer
Concert
GOERS

8,314

PEOPLE PARTICIPATED IN A CITY OF
THORNTON CULTURAL EVENT IN 2018
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If Art
is to nourish the roots of our culture, society
must set the artist free to follow their vision
wherever it takes them… We must never
forget that art is not a form of propaganda;
it is a form of truth. ~ John F. Kennedy
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PublicART
Arts Thornton were able to install 21 public art pieces in 2018 due to
collaborative efforts by the community, volunteers and generous
support from Thornton City Council. Public art is a high priority for
TASHCO and Arts & Culture Division staff. In 2018, we expanded the
mission to include more volunteer and community input and support
for public art projects in Thornton.

The Carpenter Park Amphitheater Project was a monumental public
artwork endeavor by TASHCO that was made possible by Adams
County Open Space Fund. The Amphitheater Project was initiated
out of discussions with Thornton residents and visitors who had a
desire to activate the space visually to embody the playful, creative
community spirit of the city of Thornton. The highly innovative, largescale outdoor piece has created a strong visual impact. Local artist,
DiAnne Cooper, won the commission for the project. The winning
submission "Kaleidoscope" brings many individual kaleidoscopes
together to create a vibrant carnival of beautiful colors and
patterns.
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PublicART
The Outside the Box Traffic
Box Mural Project was a
huge success this year! We
completed 15 more traffic
box murals and held a
People's Choice vote. This
online voting program not
only engaged the
community with the drive-by
gallery of artwork but it also
brought attention to the
program. We had almost
1000 votes for a favorite
traffic box mural! Due to
the increased number of
murals and People's Choice
voting program, these have
become the signature
public art pieces for the city
of Thornton.
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PublicART
In 2018, we successfully completed two new pilot projects, the Underpass Mural
Project and the Storm Drain Murals Project. Investment from volunteer artists,
community volunteer labor and alot of elbow grease from Arts Thornton made sure
these pilot projects were well received in the community. We plan to continue them

Storm Drain Murals

into 2019.

The Storm Drain Murals were made possible by volunteer artists that are not
only invested in their community but also the environment. These murals were
designed to replace the decals previously used by Thornton's Utility
Operations Division to bring attention to the drains along the street that drain
to the creeks and rivers. There is one mural in each city Ward. The community
has responded very well to the murals and we have incorporated an
educational webpage at artsthornton.com to increase awareness of the
mural program and the environmental impacts of water drainage in our
neighborhoods.
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PublicART
The Underpass Mural Project was an incredible example of the power of community
partners coming together to improve areas of need in their neighborhood. The
underpass on the east side of Carpenter Park Fields was adopted by Arts Thornton for

Underpass Mural

this community project and neighborhood improvement.

This underpass, that runs under Colorado Boulevard and connects the Carpenter
Park Multipurpose Fields to the neighborhood, is highly utilized and it was often
defaced. Local artist, Joe Zeigler, donated his design, time and talent to make a
beautiful community mural. The design was created to be simple, yet intriguing,
and easy for a group of volunteers to paint it. Xcel Energy Day of Service
volunteers donated their time to paint the design with vibrant colors. The mural
was painted in just under two hours with 45 volunteers led by the artist. This
project embodied the community arts program ideals from start to finish!
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Community
PROGRAMS

We HeART the Arts used creative methods to address communityidentified areas of improvement for social well-being.
This socially engaged arts program showed that the arts are
integral to accomplishing these goals. This program had three
parts - Arts Ambassadors, Engagements and a Culminating
Reception. Part of Included with the Culminating Reception was
a published catalog of the program. The catalog is enclosed with
this annual report. Like all catalogs for major arts events and
exhibitions, it serves as a reflection and a tool for socially
engaged arts programs.

The Oz Gallery at the Thornton Arts & Culture Center is the main gallery of our three Community Gallery
Spaces. This year the spaces were programmed and juried by the Arts Ambassadors. Oz Gallery highlights
include the Global Art Project for Peace and the collaboration exhibition with Broomfield Art Guild's
Statewide Miniatures Show.
The Global Art Project for Peace is an art exchange program to promote diversity and cultural acceptance
through art. It occurs every other year. This year we were partnered with a youth organization in Morocco.
We sent artworks indicative of Thornton and traditional American craft making, and the Moroccan youth
sent the collaborative work pictured below about peace and togetherness.
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Celebrating 22 Years!

144 Students
1,364 Audience Attendance
Young Artists Festival
continues to support
dedicated young people
that perform in the classical
arts. TASHCO's continuing
support of the festival will
be extended into 2019, its
23 year. Young people that
once participated in the
Festival are now grown and
in arts careers and giving
back to the Festival as
judges for current
performers. Young Artists
Festival continues to shine in
Adams County.
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Inagural Year

36 Auditions
20 Finalists
3 Winners
In collaboration with the city's
Recreation Division, we had our first
annual Thornton's Got Talent
competition in 2018. This competition
is open to individuals of all ages that
live, work, or go to school in Thornton.
Cash prizes were sponsored by
Brothers Plumbing, Heating and
Cooling. We had all varieties of
talent competing for the grand prize.
Everyone from a comedian that just
graduated high school to a 12-yearold piano prodigy to an opera singer
that has sung at the Vatican! Yes,
even hula-hoopers and punk bands
competed. Thornton has got the talent
and we hope to see more of it in 2019!
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8 Summer Concerts
2,761 Concert Goers

The Twist & Shout Summer Concert Series was incredibly successful and
dynamic this year! We were able to incorporate a We HeART the Arts event into
one of the concerts and as always, Thornton City Council members hosted ice
cream socials ward meetings at four concerts, one in each ward. The concert
series has a unique quality to bring all of the community together to celebrate
great music and togetherness. Arts Thornton plans to celebrate and emphasize
these qualities in 2019 by continuing the We HeART the Arts event at one
concert and activating the entire concert experience through the arts.

This year, we incorporated programming
that would allow young residents to be
present, connect, and extend their learning.
All programs engaged visitor's through
touch or movement while addressing the
importance of science and the arts.

4 Events
189 Youth Engaged in the
Sciences & Humanities

Program highlights included a visit from the Bird's of Prey Foundations
where participants learned about the unique adaptations of raptors as well as
a visit from the Hannah Kahn Dance Company where participants were asked
to evoke emotions through contemporary dance. FuntaztiKidz is a fun program
where kids and parent's can learn about different topics that span from
environmental preservation to circus arts.
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When Artists
“give form to revelation, their art can
advance, deepen and potentially transform
the consciousness of their community.”
~ Alex Grey
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SponsorsPARTNERS
&

Broomfield Art Guild

@joezieglerart

